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�

NOT an MYP assessment technique…



�



�
How often do you need to use 
the criteria over the course of a 
unit? a semester? a year?

Question



ANSWER
In the MYP, teachers must:

ü make judgments on their students’ achievement levels 
at least twice for each objective strand in each subject 
group criterion each year. 

ü ensure that this evidence comes from student 
performance over the duration of the units taught.



�

From Principles into Practice p. 91



�
• Do you count MYP grades at all?

• Do you double grade assessments?

• Do you convert grades?

But how do you marry MYP grades and 
more traditional systems? 



FPiP p. 92

“Schools can determine MYP grades and 
then convert them to grades for other 
systems.  It is not acceptable to determine 
grades for other systems and then convert 
these to MYP grades.”



Assessment in MYP Math
Teachers are expected to assess students in a variety of 
ways.

Consider the assessment criteria :

Ø Criterion A: Knowing and understanding 

Ø Criterion B: Investigating patterns 

Ø Criterion C: Communicating                                                            

Ø Criterion D: Applying mathematics in real-life                        
contexts 



Assessment in MYP Math
Teachers are expected to assess students in a variety of 
ways.

The assessment criteria are actually related to tasks:

Ø Criterion A: Tests

Ø Criterion B: Investigations 

Ø Criterion C: In combination with the others

Ø Criterion D: Real-life problems



“Tests”



CRITERION 
A



Achievement
level Descriptor

7–8

The student is able to:

i. select appropriate mathematics when solving
challenging problems in both familiar and 
unfamiliar situations

ii. apply the selected mathematics successfully    
when solving these problems

iii.  generally solve these problems correctly.

Criterion A— Knowing & understanding



Try it…

Look at the two tests and 
determine the level you think 
each student has earned.  

Discuss your decision with the 
people at your table.

Is one test easier to assess? Why?



MYP: Best fit judgment

In certain cases, it may appear 
that the student has not fulfilled 
all of the descriptors in a lower 
band but has fulfilled some in a 
higher band. In those cases, 
teachers must use their 
professional judgment in 
determining the descriptor that 
best fits the student’s 
performance.



CRITERION 
A

TESTS



“Investigations”



�

How do kids learn best?



Draw a circle with a radius equal to that of the 
orange.
Repeat 4 or 5 times.
Peel the orange in small pieces and fill the circles 
(you may not fill all of them).

Peeling oranges…



How many circles did you fill?
How many should you have filled? Explain.

What is this supposed to show?



�
Make a rectangle and divide it 
into three equal columns.  Color 
two of them.  

Now divide the rectangle in 
fourths in the other direction.  
Color three of them.

What fraction of the original 
whole is shaded?

A visual representation of
⅔ x ¾ 



�
Repeat the same procedure for the problem 
above.   

A visual representation of



Try a few more…

What pattern(s) do you notice?

How would you 
write/summarize what you 
found?

What do you do with                 ? 



More investigations …

Perform AT LEAST two of the 
investigations, answering all 
questions.



More investigations …

So…
What do you think?

How long should these take?



�

Not only does it allow 
students to understand 
the mathematics, but it 
gives them a way to get 
it back should they 
forget.

Why inquiry?



“If you deny students the opportunity to 
engage in this activity – to pose their 
own problems, make their own 
conjectures and discoveries, to be 
wrong, to be creatively frustrated, to 
have inspiration, and to cobble together 
their own explanations and proofs – you 
deny them mathematics itself.”

Paul Lockhart
A Mathematician’s Lament



Forms of inquiry

Structured Guided Open
Teachers provide questions   Teachers provide questions Students formulate                             
for students to investigate      for students to investigate    and investigate 

questions

Students investigate in a       Students devise own               Students devise 
prescribed procedure problem solving own problem 

procedures solving 
procedures



�

Requirements in MYP 
math/Elements of a unit

MYP requirements
• Perform investigations to 

discover patterns/teach 
using a variety of 
strategies

Unit planning
• Inquiry lessons, concepts,     

criterion B and/or C



Achievement
level Descriptor

7–8

The student is able to:
i.  select and apply mathematical problem- solving 
techniques to discover complex patterns

ii. describe patterns as relationships and/or    
general rules consistent with correct findings

iii. verify and justify these relationships and/or 
general rules.

Criterion B— Investigating patterns



�

Criterion B

Take out the instructions for one of the 
inquiry activities you just did.

Read the descriptors for criterion B and 
determine whether or not students can 
reach the highest level.  If not, what 
changes would you make in order to allow 
students to access the highest levels?



Can you assess criterion B with these?  



“Real-life problems”



Why we need Criterion D…



Let’s do some 
math!

Inspired by…



�
What percentage 
of the octagon is 
shaded? (or not 
shade, I’ll accept 
either one)
(r = 30ft)? 

…just taken one teensy step further.



�

Who cares??  Why would anyone do this 
to children?!!

The city of Sacramento 
has an ordinance that 
states that any new 
parking lot must be at least 
50% shaded within 15 
years of its construction.

Does this parking lot meet 
that guideline?

Because it matters….



Better yet…



�
• Can you please explain the degree of 

accuracy of your answer?  (Interpret that 
any way that makes sense to you.)

• Also, explain whether or not you think 
your answer makes sense in the context of 
the problem.  

Please write a little…



Criterion D: Applying mathematics in real-life contexts

Achievement 
level Descriptor

7–8

The student is able to:
i.  identify the relevant elements of the authentic real-life 
situation

ii. select appropriate mathematical strategies to model the 
authentic real-life situation

iii. apply the selected mathematical strategies to reach a 
correct solution

iv. explain the degree of accuracy of the solution

v. explain whether the solution makes sense in the context of 
the authentic real-life situation.



�
Finding good applications can be difficult…

Solve the system:

5x + 2y + 3z = 73

x + 2y + z = 23

x + 3y + 2z = 32



Diet Assignment

Students use matrices 
to solve a 3x3 system 
of linear equations.

…but it is SO worth 
it!



�

Requirements in MYP 
math/Elements of a unit

MYP requirements
• Perform investigations to 

discover patterns/teach 
using a variety of 
strategies

• Apply math to real-life 
situations

Unit planning
• Inquiry lessons, concepts,     

criterion B and/or C

• Global contexts, criterion 
D and/or C



Global Contexts

Identities and relationships

Scientific and technical innovation

Globalization and sustainability

Personal and cultural expression

Fairness and development

Orientation in time and space



�

The Global Contexts



�

Possible explorations



Which 
global 
context 

does this 
explore?  
Justify
your 

choice.



Diet Assignment

Which global context 
are students exploring 
in this unit?
Justify your choice.



What global 
context could a 
linear functions 
unit be exploring 
if this is one of 
the 
activities/tasks 
in it?  CHOOSE 
ONE and 
JUSTIFY IT!



�



Men’s 100m



�



What could you do with this?  How could 
this become an assessment task?



Why we need more than 
procedural fluency

RobertKaplinsky.com 



�

üIt explores a GLOBAL CONTEXT
üIt can be assessed with 

CRITERION D 
üGRASPS

How do we know if we have 
created an authentic task?



G = Goal “Your task is…” 

R = Role “ You are a…” 

A = Audience “Your audience is…” 

S = Situation “The challenge involves dealing 
with…” 

P = Product, Performance and Purpose 
“You will create a ___________ in order to 

_____________.” 

S = Standards and Criteria for Success 
“Your performance needs to…”

A suggested 
structure to develop 
depth and 
complexity for an 
assessment task

GRASPS



�

Where do ideas come 
from?

Books/resources

Tests/assessments

Other people’s mail 
(ssshhhh…)

Reading/TV

Interests/events



A few resources…



Communicating



Achievement
level

Descriptor

7 - 8

The student is able to:
i consistently use appropriate mathematical language

ii. use different forms of mathematical representation to 
consistently present information correctly

iii. move effectively between different forms of mathematical 
representation

iv. communicate through lines of reasoning that are complete 
and coherent

v. present work that is consistently organized using a logical 
structure.

Criterion C— Communicating



�

Criterion C

Look at the tasks (criteria A, B and 
D) that you have seen today.

Which ones could be assessed 
with criterion C?  Explain how you 
know.





Mt. Vesuvius

Which criteria 
could you use to 
assess the Mt. 
Vesuvius task?

Justify your 
choice(s).





�
Based on what you saw, find a formula 
for the volume of a sphere.

Hmmm…



�
Based on what you saw, find a formula 
for the volume of a sphere.

1 sphere = 2/3 cylinder
1 sphere = 2/3 (πr2h)

but  h = 2r…so…     

Hmmm…



Which criterion can be assessed with 
this activity?

a) Criterion A
b) Criterion B
c) Criterion C
d) Criterion D
e) None of the above



All Along the Watchtower…

While visiting Natural Bridge 
Caverns, a cave in Texas, 
the tour guide said that 
columns form at a rate of 
approx. 1 cubic inch every 
100 years.

If the Watchtower column is 
50 feet tall and has a 
circumference of 25 feet, 
how long did it take for the 
column to form?



Which criteria/on can be assessed with 
this activity?

a) Criterion A
b) Criterion B
c) Criterion C
d) Criterion D
e) None of the above



Which Global Context 
is explored in this 
activity?

Justify your choice!



What next?

For a unit on perimeter, area & 
volume this is a nice application 
of the content and could be 
either part of a lesson or 
practice or even the summative 
task…

…but how does that turn into 
an entire unit?



�

Columnar Basalt



�

Other 3-d shapes in natural landscapes
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